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The mainstream media’s extreme enthusiasm for the Hitler Diaries shows their rush to
embrace any forgery if it is big and astonishing enough.

For  the  Guardian  to  lead  with  such  an  obvious  forgery  as  the  Trump  “commercial
intelligence  reports”  is  the  final  evidence  of  the  demise  of  that  newspaper’s  journalistic
values.

We are now told that the reports were written by Mr Christopher Steele, an ex-MI6 man, for
Orbis Business Intelligence. Here are a short list of six impossible things we are asked to
believe before breakfast:

1) Vladimir Putin had a five year (later stated as eight year) plan to run Donald Trump
as a “Manchurian candidate” for  President and Trump was an active and knowing
partner in Putin’s scheme.
2) Hillary Clinton is so stupid and unaware that she held compromising conversations
over telephone lines whilst in Russia itself.
3) Trump’s lawyer/adviser Mr Cohen was so stupid he held meetings in Prague with the
hacker/groups themselves in person to arrange payment,  along with senior officials of
the Russian security services. The NSA, CIA and FBI are so incompetent they did not
monitor this meeting, and somehow the NSA failed to pick up on the electronic and
telephone communications involved in organising it. Therefore Mr Cohen was never
questioned over this alleged and improbable serious criminal activity.
4) A private company had minute by minute intelligence on the Manchurian Candidate
scheme  and  all  the  indictable  illegal  activity  that  was  going  on,  which  the
CIA/NSA/GCHQ/MI6 did not have, despite their specific tasking and enormous technical,
staff  and  financial  resources  amounting  between  them  to  over  150,000  staff  and  the
availability of hundreds of billons of dollars to do nothing but this.
5) A private western company is able to run a state level intelligence operation in
Russia for years, continually interviewing senior security sources and people personally
close to Putin, without being caught by the Russian security services – despite the fact
the latter are brilliant enough to install a Manchurian candidate as President of the USA.
This  private  western  company can for  example  secretly  interview staff in  top  Moscow
hotels – which they themselves say are Russian security service controlled – without the
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staff being too scared to speak to them or ending up dead. They can continually pump
Putin’s friends for information and get it.
6)  Donald Trump’s real  interest is  his vast financial  commitment in China,  and he has
little investment in Russia, according to the reports. Yet he spent the entire election
campaign advocating closer ties with Russia and demonising and antagonising China.

Michael Cohen has now stated he has never been to Prague in his life. If that is true the
extremely weak credibility of the entire forgery collapses in total. What is more, contrary to
the  claims  of  the  Guardian  and  Washington  Post  that  the  material  is  “unverifiable”,  the
veracity of it could be tested extremely easily by the most basic journalism, ie asking Mr
Cohen who has produced his passport. The editors of the Washington Post and the Guardian
are guilty of pushing as blazing front page news the most blatant forgery to serve their own
political ends, without carrying out the absolutely basic journalistic checks which would
easily prove the forgery. Those editors must resign.

The  Guardian  has  published  a  hagiography  in  which  it  clarifies  he  cannot  travel  to  Russia
himself and that he depends on second party contacts to interview third parties. It also
confirms that much of the “information” is bought. Contacts who sell you information will of
course invent the kind of thing you want to hear to increase their income. That was the
fundamental problem with much of the intelligence on Iraqi WMD. Highly paid contacts,
through also paid third parties, were inventing intelligence to sell.

There  is  of  course  an  extra  level  of  venial  inaccuracy  here  because  unlike  an  MI6  officer,
Steele himself was then flogging the information for cash. Nobody in the mainstream media
has asked the most important question of all. What was the charlatan Christopher Steele
paid for this dossier?

As forgeries go, this is really not in the least convincing.

It was very obviously not written seriatim on the dates stated but forged as a collection and
with hindsight. I  might add I do not include the golden showers among the impossible
aspects. I have no idea if it is true and neither do I care. Given Trump’s wealth and history,

I  think  we  can  say  with  confidence  that  he  has  indulged  whatever  his  sexual  preferences
might be all over the world and not just in Russia. It seems most improbable he would
succumb to blackmail over it and not brazen it out. I suppose it could be taken as the sole
example of trickledown theory actually working.
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